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The Universal and Personal Aspect of God

There are two aspects of God, the universal and the personal aspect. Most people know a lot about one aspect but little of the other.

The universal aspect of God is the Universal Power we can use at will. The personal aspect of God is the Person of God moving as He Wills.

Universal power is mental power. It is the divine nature of our being when God created us. It is the power within us that is a reflection of the omnipotent. As we are created in the image of God, we have the universal aspect of God within our spirit. We are creators of our own reality, the microcosm in the same way as God created the entire universe, the macrocosm. Man is to rule his world like God governs the universe.

The universal aspect of God is the realm of inspiration, creativity and genius. It is the power of the universal mind that is accessible by everyone without exception. The individual mind is connected to the universal mind by thought. The ability to think makes us conscious creators. The better a person is able to think, the more intelligent he is. Intelligence is what separates one level of being from another. We are all equal aspects of God’s creation, but we all manifest his power at varying degrees.

Thought and Knowledge are One. Thought leads to knowledge and knowledge influences thought. Choice is an illusion created by those in control for those who are not. To be in control, you must know. It is knowing how things work and understanding what is going on that gives you awareness of the governing dynamics of reality. It is awareness that puts you in a position of being a master player instead of a pawn on a chessboard.

Mental power is spiritual power because Mind and Spirit are One and the Same. With the power of the universal mind, you can accomplish all miracles and do great things. The power is a natural power because it follows natural laws. We might think that certain things defy natural laws but that is because we are seeing things from only one level. Natural laws exist on every plane of reality, both the physical as well as the mental planes. Laws if the lower plane are governed by laws of the higher plane. Therefore everything supernatural is actually natural when we have an understanding of a multidimensional universe.

The universal laws are essentially the whole process of Divinity, Consciousness or Energy in motion (E-motion). When we understand these laws and apply them in our life anything we want can be created. Because the same laws that natures uses to create a forest or a galaxy or a human body can also bring about the fulfillment of all our desires.

All things in the universe have a connection with the universal mind. Nothing can exist without that connection. It is the universal mind by which all things consist and have their being. We are connected to everything else through the universal mind. Separation is an illusion for we are all one.

We can use our mind at will. All power is within and is absolutely within our control. This is referring to mental power which is the universal aspect of God. We can all train and develop our skill in using mental power. Visualization, affirmation, reality creation, mental influence, hypnosis, subliminal messaging and subconscious programming are all forms of using mental power.

Using mental power to make things happen is what the concept of True Magic is fundamentally about. Magic is the control of the visible world through invisible means. Magic in its absolute form is purely mental. Magic could be more properly referred to as Manifestation. What you create in your mind becomes manifested in physical reality over time. The Law of Attraction is whatever you focus on most of the time, you get. That is why we all create our individual realities by the thoughts we think.

Holistic health and alternative medicine use Magic to manifest healing. Our physical bodies are simply channels of our energy bodies. Consciousness affects our state of being in all aspects. It is the
metaphysical understanding of bodily function in holistic health surpassing the understanding of formal medical science that enables curing of many incurable diseases and physical conditions.

The universal power of mental Magic is neutral. It can be used for either good or evil. What differentiates between Black Magic and White Magic is the intent of the user. Just like a person can pray another well, a person can also pray another sick. Sending thoughts of love, joy, peace, well being and happiness to someone will influence that person’s mind in a positive way. Sending thoughts of intimidation, discord, doubt, weakness and discouragement will influence his mind in a negative way.

Realizing the psychic nature of our thoughts and learning how to use them consciously and effectively enables us to be much better at creating the reality we desire in account of the greatest good of all. There is nothing wrong with developing our psychic abilities and expressing our God given powers for the betterment of life and the universe, but the problem comes when we are so content with the universal aspect of God that we overlook or deny the existence of the personal aspect of God completely.

Knowledge of the universal aspect of God is enough to give us tremendous amount of power to rule the universe and achieve our dreams, desires, destiny and almost everything we could ever want in this life on Earth. But there is the personal aspect of God that we should come to know about. It is more than just using our God given natural divine powers. It is about having a relationship with Him.

There is a personal God and He is the personal aspect. Theosophy, New Age, Gnosis and various other religions and philosophies deny the existence of a personal God. They believe that there cannot be a personal God because God is infinite and a personality is finite. They believe that the universal mind can only manifest through the individual mind and not on its own.

The truth is that the trinity of the Godhead are three distinct individualities. The Father, Son and Holy Spirit are three actual persons. To have a relationship with God is to relate with the personal aspect of God. It is the universal aspect of God that is infinite but the personal aspect of God is finite. God has a fixed personality that has boundaries without variableness nor shadow of turning. God cannot lie, God is love, God is holy. The person of God is only perfect and complete good. In him is no evil.

For such a reason as this, God cannot coexist with sin in his presence. Anything that has sin is separated from the personal aspect of God although it is still connected to the universal aspect. Understanding this is what solves the paradox between Theosophy and Christianity. We are all connected to God and can draw inspiration from the universal aspect of the divine but we cannot have true fellowship with Him unless we are washed by the blood of Jesus Christ.

Salvation is of two aspects. Salvation from ignorance through knowledge (Gnosis - Learning) and salvation from sins through knowledge (Oida - To Know Fully) and belief of Jesus Christ as God and savior.

John 8:32 And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.

Why does Theosophy, New Age and Gnosis contain so much knowledge about the nature of the Universe and God to the extent that it makes Christianity appear as if we know so little? The reason is because one side has been focusing mainly on the universal aspect of God while the other has been focusing mainly on the personal aspect.

The question is who is The One at work manipulating world events and making things happen that way? The person can be none other than the most powerful heavenly being in the universe. The one who was full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. His name means Bringing Light. His name is Lucifer the anointed cherub. Who else has all knowledge of the universe and the different planes of reality than him? Who else knows more about the nature of God than him?

But being the greatest in heaven, he chose to think that he could be like the most High. He desired to exalt his throne above the stars of God but Jesus cast him out of heaven. Lucifer fell like lightning from
heaven because he had sinned against God with his wrong thinking and ignorance. Though he was full of wisdom, he still had the free will to choose his thoughts. He chose to think wrongly and hence sinned through ignorance. Wrong thinking is ignorance and ignorance the only evil that leads to all other forms of evil.

And now the Bringer of Light is at work making people believe that there is No God or that God exist but it is the God of a greater scope than the God of Christianity. His intention is to make spiritual people focus purely on the universal aspect of God and deny the personal aspect of God. By denying God as a personality, the person of Jesus Christ as God is denied. The Angel of Light's grand scheme is to make people develop themselves spiritually in of the universal aspect of God and then inserting himself in one name or another somewhere along the path as the God they should believe in.

Lucifer knows that he cannot make a direct lie be a universally accepted truth. Therefore he knows that the best thing he can do is to promote the truth, not the whole but a portion. He knows that a lie cannot contend with the truth, therefore the art of deception is not to enforce the lie but to conceal the truth. The lie can be enforced when the truth is hidden. The way the conceal the truth is to control the vision that looks upon it, by making it focus on one area and away from another. Magician’s misdirection. The portion of the truth that is missing can be replaced with error that can be complemented with the remaining portion of the truth creating the perfect illusion.

2Corinthians 13:8  For we can do nothing against the truth, but for the truth.

His other intention is to keep the Christians in as much ignorance as possible about the universal aspect of God. The less knowledge they have about the universal aspect, the less power they have. Lucifer makes Christians believe all kinds of things are satanic, evil and not of God when those things truly belong to God and not him. He even uses scripture and the law of God to make people shun away from knowledge considered to be doctrines of devils. The truth is, truth is mixed with error in every place. What good is light among light? Christians are called to be a light among darkness.

Many symbols that belong to God are neither good nor evil, even though Lucifer may have made use of them in his own works. The serpent was created by God as the most subtle creature in the garden. The entire signs of the Zodiac from Virgo to Leo was placed by God in the heavens to tell the story of salvation and Jesus Christ. Virgo represents the virgin Mary and Leo represents Jesus as the victorious Lion of Judah. All angels are angels of light. Lucifer is no longer really an Angel of Light but a Prince of Darkness.

Lucifer was God’s greatest creation which had fallen. He believed that he could be like God because he and God were made of the same substance which is consciousness. He persuaded all of heaven’s angels to join him in becoming like God against the permission of the Godhead by claiming that the trinity was egotistical to disallow any other being to be their equal. He only succeeded in turning a third of the angels to his cause and fought against God but they lost. Lucifer became Satan which means Adversary of God. He was cast out of heaven and into the earth where God had created Man.

Revelation 12:7-9 And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceives the whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

Lucifer did the same thing with Man that he did with Angels. He told Adam and Eve that they could become God if they ate the forbidden fruit so that they would know good and evil like God. God had originally given Man dominion over the earth but when Lucifer got Man to sin against God, Man’s dominion was shared with Satan. The fall of Man gave place of the world throne to Lucifer. That is why Satan could tempt Jesus with the deal of sharing ownership of the material kingdom if Jesus would worship him.
Satan may be the god of this world, but **God is still the ultimate owner of the material world.** Whatever we as Christians touch in the material world becomes redeemed by the blood of Jesus. Jesus had come to redeem perfect purity of Man and God’s shared dominion of the material. To us nothing is secular, everything is sacred.

Titus 1:15  Unto the pure all things are pure: but unto them that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing pure; but even their mind and conscience is defiled.

There are only two to think about in this world, Jesus and Lucifer. The two are not the same. When you are not thinking of one, you are not aware of what he is doing and may attribute his work to the other. **Keep the two in mind so that you can keep them separate.** For every matter there is antimatter, but **Light and Anti Light are exactly alike.** True Light is pure and never changing. Anti Light shifts one degree beyond light and changes into pure darkness which is at the other extreme end of the polarity. Nothing can be above God. God is the highest, to go beyond the highest is to fall into the lowest.

**Universal Knowledge is Universal Power.** For this reason, the Children of the world are wiser than Children of Light. It is time for the Christians to be wise as serpents and use the Angel of Light’s tactics against himself. The tables have to be turned around against the Lucifer. We are the greater serpents, just like the **serpent of Moses rod** that ate up all the serpents of Pharaoh’s magicians. The **wisest Children of Light** are those that truly understand both the universal and personal aspect of God.
Spiritual Revolution is The Great Falling Away

The Great Falling Away will not be according to the idea of humanity becoming more carnal, material and worldly. Instead humanity will become more spiritual, seeking divinity and knowledge of the inner worlds.

Everyone will know that God exist and that we are all connected to the divine. People will focus on spiritual evolution and attaining enlightenment. We will come to a realization that we all worship the same God in different forms and approaches but of the same essence. There will be a great conscious awakening.

There will be total integration of all the different religions and we will all be one. We will all be in spiritual harmony and having the same faith. All religious writings and doctrines will be reconciled and united under a common teaching which will point all man in the same direction.

All knowledge of the science and arts will merge with knowledge of the heavenly planes and spiritual dimensions. Science and spirituality will finally become fully as one.

Such a scenario will seem to be like an utopia on Earth. A time where everyone unites, there is peace and heaven on earth. But this is the Great Falling Away, not in the way that has been so commonly painted in the minds of people. This is how it will really happen, that’s why a great many will be swept away and along with it totally oblivious to what’s going on.

Here is the shocking truth. The God that people are led to believe in will not be the true God. They will believe in only one half of the truth and not the other. They will believe in the universal aspect of God but not in the personal aspect.

Unlike what most people believe about the Anti-Christ, the Anti-Christ will not appear to be the Anti-Christ at all. Instead, he will "be" The Christ. The world will see him as the Return of the Messiah and the Second Coming.

The Christ that they worship in will not have a name. If He is given a name at all, it will not be Satan, Devil or Jesus. The name that he will ultimately be known by will be the name, Lucifer. Of course the name will not be revealed except to those who are of a much advance level of initiation in the order just like any cult or movement of Satan.

In Scientology, the belief of an intergalactic ruler by the name of Xenu is only revealed when a member reaches OT-III which is an advance level of initiation into the order. The name Lucifer as Christ will only be revealed at a much higher level of initiation in the New World Order of Freemasonry and The Illuminati.

Even if the name Jesus Christ is being used, it will only be for the purpose of serving as a front or cover. Jesus Christ will be acknowledged as an ascended master, a great Teacher or a prophet of God. Even if Jesus is acknowledged to be the Son of God, we will all also be proclaimed as Sons and Daughters of God simply because we are all created in the true image of God. Even if Jesus is acknowledge as God, Man is also acknowledge as God because All is God.

Mathew 7:22-23  Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity.

It is believed that the teachings of Buddha, Krishna and other “divine man” are all teachings used by Jesus Christ. But the truth is they are all teachings used by Lucifer. In every place of the bible where Jesus appears, it will be revealed that Jesus is Lucifer and that they are both one and the same. Even the bible is sabotaged by Lucifer. The new versions of the bible are translated from Alexandrian manuscripts which are corrupted by Babylonian and Egyptian scribes.
All the good and evil description of Jesus and Lucifer in the bible will be presented as the Great Cosmic Dance of God which is God experiencing himself in different manifestations of good and evil. Good and evil will not be separate but just different aspects of God. In all the esoteric teachings, it seems that only the concept of God is presented but the Devil or Satan does not seem to exist. Where did he go? Well, he simply became the God. Hence there is no Devil, there is only God. Lucifer is God.

Lucifer wants as little people as possible to think about the Devil or Satan, and to think only about God. Like a master magician, he has staged a disappearing act. Even when you find writings about fallen angels, you will see just about every other name except the angelic name of Satan being mentioned. It's almost like he doesn't exist. Well as the saying goes, out of sight, out of mind.

The Jesus that is recognized will not be the Jesus of Christianity but it will be the Jesus of Gnosticism. The idea of believing in Jesus Christ dying on the cross to save humanity from sin and eternal damnation in hell will be known as an erroneous belief of traditional Christianity. Gnostics believe that anyone holding on to the outdated idea of salvation is being stupid and not willingly to embrace the new truth about what the word of God really means.

1 Corinthians 1:21 For after that in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe.

Theosophy, New Age, Gnosis and the New World Religion will be accepted as the “True Christianity” and the True Christianity will be persecuted and sought after to be destroyed and eliminated because of the “error” it brings to the world. To us Christians, they are darkness. But to them, we are darkness. Darkness sees itself as Light, and sees the Light as Darkness.

John 1:5 And the light shined in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.

Theosophy which is the integration and unification of all world religious systems and writings (Christianity included), states its concept of the Absolute: It is above the existence of God as a Being because the Absolute is the unmanifest which God manifest from, and the Nonbeing by which Being proceeds from. The Absolute manifest into the Three Logos or trinity which is the First Logos, the Second Logos and the Third Logos.

The three Logos are simply the manifestation of the Absolute as Pure Spirit on the three highest spiritual planes and each Logos governs a certain aspect of the universe. The concept of the three Logos or God is without personality. God may have certain divine characteristics but God is not a person or persons. Therefore God is beyond human concept of needing praise or worship.

2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; Who opposes and exalts himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sits in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God.

To deny God as a personality or personalities is to deny the person of Jesus as God. Therefore if Jesus isn’t divine, then he isn’t sinless and cannot die for the sins of the world. Therefore Jesus is not the chosen lamb slain from the foundation of the world and the plan of salvation is a myth. There is no God our Heavenly Father whom we should worship and have a relationship with. But the Truth is, Spirit is preexistent and the person of Father and Son are eternal with no beginning and end.

1 John 2:22 Who is a liar but he that denies that Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist, that denies the Father and the Son.

So as you can see, the End of Days will not only be a battle of Light against Darkness but it will be a battle of Light against Light. The Light of Jesus against the Light of Lucifer. The Devil uses the truth but only as a means to serve his own ends. Whatever that is of God, Lucifer will use it or create a distorted
2 Corinthians 11:14-15 And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works.

He has created illusions in the spiritual planes for people to experience in order to deceive them into thinking it is the true afterlife. He has the power to do this, after all the bible calls him the god of this world. His arch demons have presented themselves as the archangels to mankind in various instances. The Great Deception of Lucifer is at work but the universal aspect of God will allow it to befall those who attract it through the Law of Attraction, because they refuse to believe in the true gospel of salvation.

2 Thessalonians 2:9-12 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.

Lucifer was originally the anointed cherub covering God’s throne. He was full of wisdom and beauty but has fallen from heaven because of his wrong thinking and ignorance in wanting to exalt himself to be equal with God. He uses The Tao (The Way of taking natural action), to accomplish his intentions. The way of the Tao is to align and redirect. This is the most subtle approach that Lucifer used to tempt Man into sinning against God.

He approach the woman instead of the man and he did so in the form of a beautiful and majestic looking serpent. He began with a question asking if God had said that they shall not eat of every tree in the garden. The woman replied that they may eat of every tree in the garden except the tree of knowledge of good and evil for they will die if they do so.

But the serpent said that they shall not surely die and gave the reason that God knows the day they eat, their eyes shall be opened, and they shall be as gods knowing both good and evil. So the woman fell for it and ate it, and she gave it to the man who also ate it. The serpent knew it was easier to tempt the man through the woman than to do so directly. His tactic was to cast doubt on God’s word first and then to make them believe they will benefit from going against it.

But Jesus also uses the Tao against Lucifer when he allowed the people instigated by the Devil to kill him and hence fulfilling his plan of salvation for mankind. Although Lucifer was the most powerful heavenly being, he is not fully omniscient. He thought that Jesus had come to reign as king over humanity and never realized that he had actually come to die as the substitute for sins instead.

1 Corinthians 2:8 Which none of the princes of this world knew: for had they known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.

The Tao of Jesus is greater than the Tao of Lucifer. You can’t fight sheep against wolf or dove against serpent. You have to use Tao against Tao, and we have the victory of Jesus over Lucifer always.

Mathew 10:16 Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.

In the End of Days, there shall be a subtle movement of the Anti-Christ. But in the midst of it, there shall arise an ever subtler movement of the Anti-Lucifer. For everything that God does, Lucifer attempts to counter. But God simply counters back. The wise Children of Light and defenders of the faith will be fighting powerfully against the forces of darkness in the battle of wolf against wolf and serpent against serpent. In the end, the True Light of Christ shall prevail over the Light of the Anti-Christ.
Role of God, Man and Devil

The problem with the way many Christians think is that, they attribute many of the evil things they do or that happen to them as the fault of the Devil. But that is foolish way of thinking because by attributing the cause of events to the world without instead of the world within, they are having an irresponsible and immature mentality.

Herein lies the secret of power. Responsibility is power. When you acknowledge responsibility, you gain power. When you cast blame on some other entity, you are giving your power to that entity. The Devil obviously would love Christians to blame him for everything bad that happens. It keeps them powerless and makes him powerful.

Everything works according to the Law of Cause and Effect. The notion of chance, luck, fate or destiny is actually the result of the law at work. Nothing escape the law, everything is subjected to it. If it wasn’t so, the entire universe would collapse in an instant.

All things that exist in the world without are created from the world within. The world within is the world of thoughts, the world without is the world of conditions. Thoughts are the causes, conditions are the effects. This is according to the Law of Correspondence – as within, so without.

Every thought results in its corresponding condition. Positive thoughts create positive conditions and negative thoughts create negative conditions. When you have this awareness, you can realize the truth of every matter. That there is an absolute process of cause and effect by which it consists of.

It is equally erroneous to attribute every success as God’s grace and nothing to do with the self at all. Such a mentality would only result in the person always thinking that whether something works or not would depend whether God decides to make it work. They will not be certain of how their thoughts and actions play a definite part in making it work.

If everything depends on God and the Devil, why do we even need to have a mind of our own at all? How ridiculous it is to think like that. It is truly absurd.

So how to make sense of all these? The truth is, each of the two aforementioned beliefs are only half true. Yes the Devil does play a part to a certain extent in the evil conditions that are present in this world, but his work only has effect in our reality according to the Law of Attraction. The law states that all things are energy and like energy attracts like energy. We are all attracting into our reality those things, people and spiritual forces that are in harmony with the thoughts that we think.

Yes God’s grace is what we should give glory to for every blessing that we have, but God’s grace cannot override the free will he has given us in creating our own reality. If success has nothing to do with us, then we should not experience failure because God would always enforce success in every area of our lives.

Herein is the truth about the role of God, Man and Devil. God works, Man chooses and the Devil deceives.

The entire universe and all things in it operate according to the Grace of God and the Law of God. The Law of God is both Law of Commandments and Universal Laws. This is not to say that evil is God’s doing because God is holy, just and good.

God has two aspects. The universal aspect and the personal aspect. The universal aspect of God is the universal power which is available to all. All things have their being and power through the universal aspect of God. When we say all things are the work of God, we are rightfully referring to the universal aspect of God.
The work of evil that any entity operates is simply through using the universal aspect of God. When Pilate told Jesus that he had the power to crucify or release him, Jesus answered that Pilate could have no power at all against him, except if it were given to him from above. Therefore the supernatural force (Lucifer) that delivered Jesus unto him hath the greater sin. But everything that the personal aspect which is the person of God personally does, is perfectly righteous.

The universal aspect of God which is the universal power that is available throughout the universe for any being to tap into, can also be known as The Force. There is no dark side or light side to The Force. The Force is neutral. What differentiates between light side and dark side is the intent of the user. The Force is where the Devil get his power from. He uses the universal power just like evil man use the tools of nature for evil purposes. God allows the Devil and evil man to carry out their actions, but he does frustrates their ability to use their power at times when it is his will to do so.

As an expression of His perfect essence, God chose to create beings that express the nature of spirit which is self consciousness and possessing free will. **He wanted his highest created beings to express themselves toward Him in a positive attitude from choice and not as a programmed robot.** God’s sovereignty created spirit beings with volition but that volition is always subjected to his sovereignty.

A volitional creature may only do what God permits. **This does not refer to ability but right.** He will never stop our thinking, but He may stop the follow through of our thinking, such as by stopping the actions. A volitional creature must bow to the consequences God establishes for deviation from His standards. God permitted volition in the angelic and earthly realms. That is why both Man and Angel are able to do what they choose to with the power they were given.

Man is given the power of free will by God to choose. The only true activity of free will is in thinking. **Man chooses what to think and chooses by thinking. To choose consciously is to have conscious thinking.** Only when we are aware of our thoughts and our ability to choose them can we be conscious in our thinking. God is always leading, we can choose whether to follow or not according to the thoughts that we think in harmony or out of harmony with the universal mind.

Most people are unconscious about the choices they are making in life and are unaware of the role their thoughts play in creating the reality they experience. As a result, they are unconsciously creating their reality and the things that happen in it in subjection to the influence of other more conscious entities whether evil or benevolent. **This is the order of life, the more intelligent will always rule over the less intelligent.** By intelligence, we don’t mean intellectual function. We mean **Awareness.**

Self knowledge is needed to discover and embrace your own destiny. Past mental conditioning can positively or negatively affect the choices that you make and the path you take in life. **Destiny is in God’s hands, and it is in ours as well. The work is his, the choice is ours.** Knowing self comes from knowing God.

The Devil is the enemy of God. He opposes God because God the trinity prevents him from becoming equal with God. He wants to change reality through the power of collective consciousness by making as many people as possible ignorant about the true God.

The irony is that the Devil’s greatest strategy is in doing the opposite. By bringing Man the greatest amount of awareness, he is able to make them ignorant of the true God to the greatest extent. **How is such a great paradox possible?**

**Herein lies the secret of the mystery.** The Devil is actually Lucifer, the Angel of Light who was once the anointed Cherub covering God’s throne. But he sinned by wanting to exalt himself to be equal with God. His wrong thinking and ignorance caused his fall from heaven and now he has made himself an enemy against God. Lucifer wants to be God in the minds of men. The name Lucifer means Bringer of Light.
Lucifer brings lots of light, truth, knowledge and awareness to Man but he uses it not to lead people to the real person of God but ultimately to himself. This is how he keeps Man in ultimate ignorance of the True Person of God so that he can show himself as God instead.

The ultimate deception is that there is no need to believe in Jesus Christ as the savior and Son of God who died for the sins of humanity in order to receive eternal life. This results in the ultimate suffering of eternal damnation in Hell because of the sin of unbelief. The only sin is the sin of unbelief.

Your role as a man or woman is to choose. Choose to believe in Jesus Christ as the Son of God and savior who died for your sins so that you shall not perish but have eternal life. The work of salvation is a gift from God. You have to choose to receive it. Do not let the Devil deceive you from accepting it. Choose wisely.
Angelic Conflict - Reason why Mankind exist

There are only two beings of higher consciousness in the universe. Man and Angel. Both are Sons of God. Jesus Christ the bright and morning star is the brightest among the angels and the head of them all. Angels are pure spirit beings that are able to take on any form and manifestation. Angels are created beings and Jesus is the creator himself. Every being is pure spirit but the form it exist in the heavenly plane is angelic form.

The difference between Man and Angel is not very much. Man is considered Man because God created him in the physical plane. His form is human but his essence is Spirit. Angels can manifest into the physical plane by taking human form. In the time of Noah, fallen angels took human form and mate with the daughters of men. Because the act of mixing the seed of Adam with that of angels was not God’s design for nature, the offspring that resulted were giants and other impure humans that had the corrupted genetic code. Their minds were continually imagining evil and their nature was wicked.

The promise of a coming savior was given to Adam and Eve when God spoke to them and said that He will put enmity between Satan and the woman, and between his seed and her seed. Satan’s seed shall crush the woman’s seed but her seed shall crush his head. The seed of the woman is a designation for the true humanity of the Messiah. Satan’s first two attempts to prevent the fulfillment of the promise were directed at individuals. Firstly by personally indwelling the heir Cain and secondly by killing the next in line Abel.

Satan then realized that the fulfillment was to be some time in the future and not to be realized in the woman’s immediate seed. So being aware that the promised savior must be true humanity, he devised a plan to destroy the physical purity of the human race and prevent the arrival of the Messiah. Which resulted in the Angelic Infiltration. Satan enlisted several of his angels to procreate with human females and produce a physically mixed offspring of human and angelic genes. These were called the nephilim and provide the history for the mythological tales of the gods producing offspring from humans. Half devil and half human is a corrupted race of superhuman beings. If this pollution of the human race was allowed to become complete, it would be impossible for the true humanity savior to be born. God’s promise would go unfulfilled and his character would be declared imperfect and flawed. This then would make God’s indictment on Satan imperfect and flawed and Satan would claim a reprieve and escape from judgment.

Therefore when the pollution of the human race became too extensive, God took action to counteract the attack by destroying all of them with the Great Flood except for Noah whom God found was perfect in his generations. Noah was perfect physically as he and his family were the remaining untainted human species. God chose a family of believers who were still physically pure in their genealogy and prepared them to begin a new human civilization. That’s why God preserved them so that the human race could continue existing and eventually lead to the birth of the Messiah.

All the rest of humanity was destroyed in the flood which removed the impurity. After the flood, Noah and family began a new civilization with totally pure human genes. The angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, God has reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day.

The bible also calls Lucifer a man. God says he shall be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit. They that see him shall narrowly look upon him, and consider him, saying, “Is this the man that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms, that made the world as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof, that opened not the house of his prisoners?” A son of God when residing on the physical plane is considered man, when residing on the spiritual plane is considered angel. Lucifer can transverse both the physical and spiritual dimensions.

Jesus himself appeared to Abraham in preincarnate angelic-human form. When the Angel of the Lord wrestled with Jacob, it was also actually Jesus the Lord himself in preincarnate angelic-human form.
When man dies, he passes from the physical plane into the nonphysical plane of life. He becomes as the angels in heaven but that does not mean he becomes an angel. He simply exist in angelic form being able to do things in that form that defies all physical limits and boundaries. He is still Mankind.

Man before his fallen state was equal with the angels in glory. But when man sin, he forfeited the glory of God. Therefore he became lower than the angels. Angels now have the higher manifestation of the glory of God compared to man. God sent his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh to die for us as man in order to condemn sin in the flesh. Jesus did no sin, knew no sin and in him was no sin but he came in the likeness of sinful flesh so that he could be our substitute for sins. Jesus was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering of death, that he by the grace of God should taste death for every man. Man is lower than the angels because angels cannot experience physical death of the physical body but man can. Jesus was sinless, that’s why he was crowned with glory and honor. Jesus died in the likeness of sinful flesh so that he could condemn sin in the flesh. Now sin in the flesh no longer has power to condemn us before God because the old man has died and we now live as a new creation.

When we receive the new body at the second coming of Christ, that’s when we will be totally rid of sin in the flesh once and for all. We will no longer be prone to sin or think sinful thoughts because it is the physical-etheric body that we are in right now which is also our subconscious mind that has the nature of sin in it. When we are redeemed from this body, we will have a completely renewed subconscious mind. We cannot sin in that condition of mind. Right now we are redeemed spiritually. We still have sin in the flesh, or the sin nature which is an energy system within us inclined to sinful activity. But we are no longer condemned by it. There is now no more condemnation for those who are in Christ, because his blood has removed our condemnation. Jesus being sinless was not subject to spiritual death therefore he could not physically die either. He was immortal and he could not be killed on the cross but could only suffer extreme agony and pain. Jesus willingly gave up the ghost and commit his spirit into the hands of the Father. At that moment the thick veil of cloth that separated the holy of holies in the temple where God’s holiness dwells, from the rest of the world was torn in half from top to bottom. God himself had torn the barrier with his hands and could now step out and have personal and total relationship with Man once again because the blood of his Son has made us fully righteous.

The reason why mankind exists is because of the Angelic Conflict. In the beginning, God existed with his sons the angels in heaven. Everything was perfect and harmonious. Until Lucifer, God’s highest, most beautiful, intelligent, and powerful angel sinned and rebelled against God by wanting to be like the Most High. So great was his power of persuasion that took a third of the angels with him. A conflict arose between God and His angels when Lucifer attempted to ascend to the mount of heaven and wrest God’s rulership away from Him. Lucifer became known as Satan, the adversary of God. The resulting battle left the surface of the earth in ruins and packed in ice. God being the judge of heaven, conducted a trial and found Lucifer and his angels guilty, and sentenced them to the Lake of Fire.

But Lucifer appealed his sentence with an accusation against God’s character by saying how can a loving God cast His creatures into hell. This was an attack on divine righteousness and justice, thinking that love supersedes them. To answer this appeal, God created man, a lower being, and set him into the great stadium of earth, an open theater for all the angels to observe. God allowed Lucifer to tempt man into sinning and hence had to judge man as condemned to eternal death as well.

Then He would do something that was an incredible shock to all of the angelic creation. The Creator Himself took on the form of this lower being and allowed these sinful, stupid, gullible men to abuse Him and mock Him and finally nail Him to a Roman Cross in an attempt to destroy Him. Only to turn it around and bear the penalty for the sins of those same sinful, stupid, vicious people as well as the rest of us. Thus fulfilling the claims His justice had against us because our sins have been paid for, and so we can
live with Him and fellowship with Him forever. Satan thought that the messiah had come to rule as king on
the earth but he did not know his real plan was to pay for the sins of humanity, which none of the angels,
the princes of this world knew. For had they known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.

Now we are seated together with Christ in the heavenly places, far above all principalities and powers.
Man in Christ is above the angels and all creation. As Christ is, so are we in this world. Greater is He that
is in us than he that is in the world. Jesus said he has given us authority to trample on snakes, scorpions
and over all the power of the enemy. The redeemed state of Man is more glorious than his created state.
Because what Man had lost, Christ has purchased with his own blood more than what Man ever
possessed before in the beginning. We once had a condemnation that we could never lift, and now we
have a justification that we could never forfeit if we believe in Jesus Christ as our Lord and Savior.

There is no greater demonstration of love than this. Hence, God has shown that he is a just and loving
God that he says he is. It clearly demonstrates that God is indeed fair and just and right, and that the
fallen angels do deserve the sentence they have received. We as humans are to serve as witnesses of
God's love for the prosecution in the greatest trial of the universe involving God, Mankind and the Angels.
Know ye not that we shall judge angels? How much more the things that pertain to this life. The holy spirit
is come to reprove the world of judgment, not judgment of humanity but of angels, for the Prince of this
world is judged.
Mystery of Lucifer - Ascension into Supremacy

The greatest mystery of the universe is the mystery of Lucifer. Lucifer is the highest angel in heaven who wanted to ascend into the level equal with the Most High God. The mystery of mysteries is an angelic being who knew all the knowledge of the universe and understood all the mysteries of existence, and yet chooses to sin against God. The question is how could he being a created being even conceive and believe in such an idea that he could become the creator himself?

The answer to the greatest mystery of all is found in understanding the universal aspect of God. Lucifer knew that all power in the universe resides in the universal aspect of God which is the universal subconscious mind of God. The same power that God has is available to all beings. God’s power is available to all his creatures. Therefore it is the personal aspect of God that Lucifer sought to usurp sovereign rulership from.

The only way Lucifer seeks to usurp God’s sovereign authority and rulership of the universe is by using God’s power against God. Lucifer knows the way to win against a more powerful opponent is by using his power against himself. Therefore Lucifer is attempting that towards God by using the universal power of God against the Personal Aspect of God.

Lucifer was the firstborn of the angels in heaven. The angels were the sons of God and the princes of the cosmos. Lucifer was more powerful than any other prince except for one. He may have been the firstborn of the angels but he was not the firstborn of God. The one greater than Lucifer was the only begotten Son of God. He is also known as the Angel of The Lord. His name is Jesus, the one who is coeternal and coequal with The Father.

Although the personal aspect of God consists of three personalities which forms the trinity, it is Jesus who represents the personal aspect of God most of all. He that has seen the Son has seen the Father. The entire bible is the sum of the word of God revealed as a person. The bible is the only holy book that is a revelation of the Person of God in Christ Jesus.

Lucifer wanted to become the fourth person of the Godhead. Lucifer believes he can evolve into being God. He believed that since created beings are divine aspects of God, they possess the potential to ascend to the level of the Most High personality if they could conceive and believe in such a possibility.

But to do that would be to defy God because he did not have permission to do so. Lucifer felt that he did not need permission from God to do so anyway since to be like the Most High means he answered to no one but himself. He felt that the highest authority isn’t given but is to be taken. Lucifer has corrupted his wisdom by reason of his brightness. He has ascended beyond the level of genius into insanity.

So he decided to rise above his rightful position as the guardian of God’s throne to become as one who sits upon the throne instead. There was an outbreak in heaven as the angels wondered whether or not to recognize Lucifer’s newfound self declared sovereignty. As a result, Jesus allowed all the hosts of heaven to decide among themselves whom they shall serve and pledge allegiance to.

With his great powers of persuasion, Lucifer convinced a third of the angelic powers to aid him on his quest to be sovereign like the Most High. If Lucifer succeeded, it would prove that the rest of them could also be like the Most High.

The rest of the angelic powers remained faithful and true to the Lord. Hence there was a great battle among the sons of God that caused the powers of the heavens to be shaken and the fate of the universe to hang in suspense as prince clashed against prince and angel fought against angel.

Prince Michael commandeered the angelic army that battled against Lucifer and his angels. It seemed that Lucifer would win the fight because he was the stronger one. But in the end Michael received power from The Father and was able to defeat Lucifer and cast him and his angels out of heaven.
After being defeated, why does Lucifer still continue to fight against God? Shouldn’t he realize that God is supreme and repent from his mistake? The reason is because he believes that he can still win the war against God one day. **He just needs more power.** He gains power by the collective consciousness that worship another God other than the true God of Christianity.

Lucifer originally wanted to ascend to equal level with the trinity and be like the Most High God. He acted on the bold assumption that The Creator having a mindset of no limitations, would allow a created being to ascend to the level of The Creator if he had the same mindset of no limitations as well. But the trinity opposed his choice. Since the Godhead has to be of one mind in order for the universe to exist in stability, **Lucifer now seeks to overthrow the trinity instead.** He has changed the doctrine of the trinity as three persons to being three states of the same person so that he can establish himself as the new trinity. He seeks to overthrow the personal aspect of God and take over the universal aspect of God to become the new Godhead.

He is now using the time allowed to him by the heavenly trial he was placed under to build his power. He has been staging his master plan of taking over the universe throughout all the ages of humanity. **Time and time again, he has almost taken over the world with a kingdom whose king was under his influence. But each and every time, God countered his move and prevented that from happening.** This is the game that the Devil continue to play against God until the end where there will be another great battle that will take place in the heavens once again.

Lucifer will rally his forces for a final launch upon the city of heaven and attempt to conquer it. **The great heavenly battle at the end would be similar to the one that took place in the beginning.** Except that this time Lucifer will apparently win and overthrow the city of Heavenly Jerusalem. It appears that he would have grown strong enough in power to overcome Prince Michael this time.

Lucifer will sit in the temple of God and declare himself as God. He will reign for a certain period of time during his short lived victory. But all is not lost because eventually Jesus Christ himself will come with the saints of heaven to wipe out the evil angelic powers and reclaim the city of Heavenly Jerusalem. **The final victory of Christ will be fully manifested as Lucifer and his angels are cast into the lake of fire at last.**

All this has been prophesied in the bible. **But why does Lucifer still try to carry out his plan even though God predicted that he would fail?** It is because Lucifer believes that he can change destiny. **He believes that he can rewrite the Word because he sees himself as the Word.** He believe that he can alter reality and rearrange the timeline. He believes that he can create a new universe where he is God. **All of history is a fight between good and evil as Lucifer vie against Jesus for supremacy.**

The Future exists first in the imagination, then in the will, then in reality. **All things are possible but whether something will happen or not is a another story.** What you can conceive and believe, you can achieve. Can is not the same as Will. That is why Lucifer uses the Will to manifest the reality he intends by saying "I will ascend above the heights of the clouds" and "I will be like the Most High." The divine war is a battle of will against will. **To prove sovereignty of will between El Elyon (God Most High) and Lucifer.**

Although every major prophesy of the bible to date has been fulfilled, thereby proving God’s supremacy so far, Lucifer still believes that he can turn the tables around when he has accumulated enough power in the end. How shall the end be is yet to be unfolded. We can choose to believe whether the word of God is true and absolute or not.

Jesus is Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last. In Christ, we are far above all principalities and powers. We have been seated together with him on his throne. **Jesus died to give us what even Lucifer fought for but couldn’t attain.** Can you believe how great a position and an honor that is? He has given us the highest Sonship with God the Father through himself. As Christ is, so are we in this world. **In Christ, we are like the Most High.**
Knowing God through Enlightenment and Salvation

There are two paths to knowing God. One is Enlightenment and the other is Salvation. Most people are aware of only one path but not the other. Each of these paths enable us to know an aspect of God. We know the universal aspect of God through enlightenment and we know the personal aspect of God through salvation. Both enlightenment and salvation are necessary for knowing God completely. Realize that the source of enlightenment and salvation is God himself no matter the messenger.

Lucifer the Light Bringer is the one who brings enlightenment to mankind. Enlightenment is transcending the Ego. It is about surrendering to a higher power, the divine intelligence that runs the cosmos and the universe. Enlightenment is letting go and letting God. A state of nonattachment to all things. To trust in God as being in control of all things. To harmonize with the flow of divinity and to let nature take its course. Enlightenment is the highest state of consciousness indeed. But what Lucifer brings is only one half of the truth. He brings people to know only the universal aspect of God but not the personal Aspect.

Jesus is Lord of all creation, but he is Savior only to those who are believers. That is why many will come to him on judgment day saying “Lord we have done many wonderful things in your name. We have cast out demons, heal the sick, and prophesized in your name.” But Jesus will say “I never knew you.” That is because they only knew the universal aspect of God but not the personal aspect. The name which they know him with is Christ which means Anointed One, but not Jesus which means Savior. God cannot be fully known in Enlightenment alone but in Redemption as well. To know God is Love is to know that he became the Savior of the world.

All religions know God but only Christianity knows The Lord (Yahweh) is God and Savior. Lucifer would never want the world to know God gave his life to save his creatures from sins. For that would automatically transform their soul nature into allegiance with the Most High and not with him. Lucifer knows that once a person believes in the Son of God, the effect of the Blood of the Lamb which is the eternal life of Jesus would merge with their spirit and cause them to be spiritually reborn into relational oneness with the Most High. Their soul nature will now be irreversibly aligned with the true God because of the holy spirit that permanently indwells them. Therefore once a person belongs to Jesus, he could never truly serve Lucifer.

Although Lucifer is the Enlightener of the world, that does not mean we should shun the doctrine of enlightenment. Most Christians have trouble living life with effortlessness and nonresistance compared to spiritually evolved people of other religions because the Devil has hidden that portion of the truth from God’s people. To Christians, he has hidden the universal aspect of God. To the world, he has hidden the personal aspect of God. But Lucifer was created to be the enlightener as his name signifies. God lets him play the role he was created with in this world, enlightening mankind. Although Lucifer has corrupted his original responsibilities by acting according to his own agenda instead of God’s, he is still fulfilling part of God’s plan in universal unfoldment. Because the Most High God is sovereign in the workings of the universe. If Lucifer had not fallen, he would be playing his role perfectly as the enlightener of mankind according to God’s way and not his own.

Lucifer has a light side and a shadow side. The light side is where the positive exist and the shadow side is where the negative exist. But both his light side and shadow side are corrupted. Lucifer’s white is not pure white and his black is not pure black. They are impure in relation with the Most High. He knows the universal aspect of God but he has separated himself from the personal aspect of God. Good and evil are not opposites, but are different operational facets used for creational purposes within the Unity of the One Consciousness of all that exists. Evil simply means an inferior quality compared with good. Therefore a lesser good is evil compared with a greater good.

Lucifer is using his shadow side to bring people to his light side by awakening or enlightening them to the higher truth about being and consciousness. His ultimate aim is to change the cosmic order of the universe as a God that brings a higher revelation of spirituality and the nature of God so that he and everyone can be like the Most High. Lucifer is making use of good and evil in ways that are out of
alignment with the thoughts of the Most High God. Therefore he is purely evil in the eyes of God. To sin is to miss the mark. Lucifer has missed God’s standard by thinking out of alignment with the personal aspect of God.

Enlightenment is to know that everything is form that manifests from formlessness. Form is emptiness and emptiness is form. One who is enlightened sees past form into essence. God also has a light side and a shadow side but both sides are good and not evil unlike the Devil’s. God’s good is more perfect, his glory is more glorious and his love is more true than the Devil’s. God’s anger is more fiery, his vengeance is more powerful and his terror is more terrifying than the Devil’s. God’s light side and shadow side are greater than the Devil’s.

Jesus being God in the flesh showed the light side of God abundantly through his compassion, obedience, meekness and righteousness while he was on Earth. But he also showed the shadow side of God when he expressed anger by chasing out the money changers and merchants from the temple of God and wrecking their stalls. He also showed the shadow side by rebuking the Pharisees, Sadducees and religious but spiritual fakes by calling them vipers and belong to their father the devil. He did all these things righteously because his consciousness is in perfect alignment with the Most High.

Angels are pure spirit beings that can manifest into any form they want. The appearance of a greatly terrifying beast could be a good angel that manifest into that form to scare away other terrifying spirits. That is how angels transform into devils to fight devils as one of the combat styles of angelic warfare. The spiritual battlegrounds are blazed with angelic fire, as the princes unleash all kinds of destructive power against one another with the purpose of devastating the force of the other. The appearance of a glorious, angelic being that looks almost like God, could be an evil angel seeking to deceive a person into following a path that is not truly aligned with the Most High. The world is roamed with spiritual guides and angelic teachers which seek to enlighten mankind while corrupting their understanding of salvation into a different form.

Salvation is the first step to our spiritual renewal. But after salvation, a Christian has to continue being spiritually transformed from glory to glory. That is a process which takes spiritual learning which leads to evolution of consciousness and awareness. It is gaining knowledge, wisdom and understanding that makes a person more and more spiritually enlightened. All knowledge is from the Creator and can be learned from any created being that has it whether they are good or evil because knowledge is neutral. We must not be afraid to learn from evil beings but we must grow in spiritual intelligence in order to discern truth from error otherwise we will remain spiritually weak.

Enlightenment is to know that all is one and everything is connected. The fundamental reason for individuality is so that the original Creator can experience itself from an infinite number of viewpoints. It would be much more realistic if the viewpoints were truly independent and creative, with their own senses of intelligence and freewill. But all consciousness is really one. Individuals of great light are here to show others of the underlying unity of all reality. Enlightenment only allows us to realize our connection with the universal aspect of God. Salvation is our reconciliation with the personal aspect of God through Jesus Christ. Lucifer wants us to receive enlightenment without salvation because to him it is the universal aspect of God that we need to realize and not the personal aspect. He wrongly reasons that the trinity being the first projection of original consciousness are not entirely awakened in their thinking.

All knowledge and development of the external world is for knowing and developing the internal world. Understanding reality is for understanding the mind because we are all mind. Spiritual evolution is the ultimate work and is of eternal value. Spiritual learning takes place on Earth and continues on in heaven. The only place to choose salvation is life on Earth. If a person does not choose to believe in the Savior Jesus as the Son of God who died for sins, then their names will be blotted out of the Book of Life because of the sin of unbelief. There is no chance to receive salvation in the next world which would be hell for those who do not believe.

But as for enlightenment, if a person does not become enlightened while on Earth, he will continue the spiritual learning and evolution into enlightenment in heaven. Contrary to the Light Bringer’s deception
that a person has to return to Earth through reincarnation in order to learn spiritual lessons, **heaven is a place where you can continue spiritual learning.** After all, the angels did not have Earth as a place to undergo spiritual learning. Even Lucifer the Enlightener himself obtained the fullness of his wisdom in heaven. All experience is mental, therefore the essence of all learning can take place purely in the imagination.
Law of Freewill - Choice is based on Awareness

The law of freewill is: choice is based on awareness. Awareness is power because awareness gives you choice. Choice is an illusion created by those in control for those who are not. To be in control, you must know. You must understand how things work and know what is going on. You need awareness to make conscious choices.

Awareness is what anchors your freewill to a particular thing. If you do not have awareness of something, your freewill does not claim it, and it therefore becomes easily changeable by forces who cannot or choose not to violate your freewill. The following four possibilities illustrate the rule of this principle:

When you are aware of something no one else is aware of, you can change it easily by manifestation techniques, declaration of your intent, and direct physical action. Because no one else is aware of it, your change of this element in your reality and theirs does not violate their freewill. The only resistance you may encounter in this case is non-allowance by your Higher Self who may see some changes you are attempting to manifest, as detrimental to your learning plan.

When you are aware of something that others are aware of as well, a potential tug of war between opposing freewill may occur. Who wins depends on who had the greater amount of freewill and the knowledge to utilize it. Should you have tremendous amounts of freewill, or else are no longer bound to the realities of others, your own reality becomes easily and directly changeable by you, as easily as is done in a lucid dream. But do not be fooled into thinking you are necessarily at that level already.

When you are not aware of something that no other humans are aware of either, then that portion of your environment becomes fluid, much like an unobserved particle becomes a wave function, an enfolded hologram. These elements of your environment are most easily changed by beings who are aware of it, but who cannot or choose not to violate your freewill otherwise. Because you and no one else is aware of it, no freewill anchors that element of reality, and it is free for alteration by lower beings or respectful higher beings.

When you are not aware of something, but another human or entity is indeed aware, then that portion of your reality coupled to theirs is easily altered by them, for such an alteration does not violate your freewill since you did not anchor it to that changeable element.

These four possibilities follow from the law of freewill and how we create our reality in cooperation with others. These possibilities also follow from the macroscopic consequences of quantum mechanical laws.

All beings actually have complete freewill from the source, but awareness is needed to access freewill, therefore they are considered to have relatively differing amounts of freewill according to the amount of awareness each one possess. Higher beings have the upper hand spiritually when it comes to metaphysical sovereignty and who gets to control whom. Beings of greater awareness have greater power. Beings are unable to violate freewill in a sense of permanently preventing another being from attaining awareness, due to divine intervention, the sovereignty of the Creator as well as the greater angelic powers who referee the game and keep curbs in place.

There are two places where one feels blissful. Either at the point of no awareness, in which one wallows in ignorant bliss, or in total awareness, where one understands that there is nothing to worry about since all preparations have been made and lessons learned. More freewill comes from more awareness, spiritual evolution and lessons learned and thus greater freedom, responsibility, power and wisdom. The more developed the being, the more accurately the inner world is a reflection of the outer.

Some people think that God does not have freewill because he seems unable to act apart from his own nature. But the truth is God actually has free will. Choice is based on awareness and because God has perfect and total awareness, he always chooses based on his perfect and total awareness. Therefore he has perfect will and perfect will is like not having free will because perfect will does not act apart from perfect standards. God has the most freewill compared with all beings.
It seems as though perfect will is both free and not free at the same time. A paradox just like all extremes. Complete brightness is equally as blinding as complete darkness. So it seems that in order to experience perfection of life, we have to give up free will in order to follow perfect will. This is what it means by surrendering our will to God. It is better not to have a choice in order to be directed by perfect will and achieve perfect results, than to have a choice and to risk making a wrong one. **Gaining awareness is the key to making perfect choices.** To hear God’s voice and to follow him and to live by faith is the high way to live the abundant life.

Lucifer who was God’s highest angel had almost total awareness and freewill that was closest to the amount God possesses. But he used his awareness and freewill to usurp sovereignty from the Most High and therefore he is now both greatly aware and also greatly ignorant. Lucifer has become the biggest anomaly of creation. He is using freewill against freewill in the divine war against God. **He needs more and more highly conscious beings on his side to form a collective conscious force that would possibly dislodge the Most High from sovereignty eventually.** Since destiny is given by higher forces to lower ones, Lucifer believes that he can change his own destiny of doom given to him by El Elyon (God Most High) if he manages to acquire sovereignty of freewill.

That is why he seeks to prevent as many Christians from becoming conscious as much possible so that the saints of heaven would not have the collective fortitude to match against his forces in the final battle. But the Word of God has proclaimed the final victory to those that are born of God. Therefore it only means that there will be a group of Very Elect Christians that would rise up in the end times to bring awareness and knowledge of conscious evolution to the rest of God’s people in the end times. From the larger scheme of cosmic events, spiritual development is as crucial as salvation, contrary to the misguided mindset that salvation is the only important criteria.
Everyone has the capacity, at some level, to shape reality. This capacity is dormant in most people, who are known as sleepers, whereas magicians are said to be awakened. Because they’re awakened, magicians can consciously effect changes to reality via willpower, beliefs, and specific magical techniques.

What we know as “Reality” is created by thought and consciousness at all levels of Universal Life from The Source, The First Cause, God to the collective consciousness of created beings. Everyday reality is governed by commonsense rules derived from the collective beliefs of humans which is called the Consensus. The effects of physical laws in the world that we live in are not fixed by they shift according to the state of collective consciousness. Physical reality is an illusion, although a very persistent one.

Magic is simply the ability of a magician or will-worker to impose his will onto reality. Magicians are able to do this because they realize the physical world is a lie. A magician’s power, or level of awakening and understanding the depths of the Lie, is called Gnosis. The paradigm is the understanding a Magician has over particular facets of reality, which governs his ability to affect those aspects. The better the paradigm, the more capable the magician is in affecting reality.

A magician’s paradigm differs substantially from the Consensus. When a magician performs an act of magic that does not seriously violate the commonsense version of reality, it is called coincidental magic or synchronicity which can be accepted by sleepers as luck or pure coincidence. Magic that deviates wildly from consensus is called blatant magic because sleepers cannot accept it and therefore condemn it to be evil and unnatural.

In ancient times, civilization existed in a paradigm where magic and the supernatural was very much part of ordinary reality. The workings of magic and supernatural phenomena were a lot more in effect during that time. It was the onset of early science and technology that shifted collective consciousness from a magical to a more limited one.

As the masses’ beliefs shifted, the Consensus changed and magicians began to lose their their powers and as their metaphysical influence waned. It was consenses reality that brought the lower rules of physics into play, but it was according to the purpose of the divine so that we can learn certain spiritual lessons from interacting with one another in an environment with more limits imposed. Many things that did existed in the past paradigm but which did not fit into this new paradigm was discarded and refuted to be myths.

The old enemy of religion and philosophy is science. But in fact, science will serve up the confirmation of higher reality and science will be the one to bring this to the world. Religion has tried to do it for 2000 years and has failed miserably. Once it is accepted and understood by scientists, the breakthroughs will be astronomical.

Physical reality is governed by collective consciousness therefore, transcending physical laws is not as easy as it seems in the face of consensus reality. Since the majority of people do not believe such things are possible yet, it is much more difficult to manifest those abilities in present time. But as collective consciousness changes over time, humans will be able to manifest more and more superhuman abilities starting with the more readily acceptable to the more outrageous kind.

The range of mind powers arranged in such a spectrum begins from intuition, manifestation, luck and moves on to psychic influence, telepathy and moves on to time manipulation, telekinesis, transfiguration, invincibility, levitation, teleportation and so on. Start by developing abilities that are more readily acceptable by consensus reality because they are more subtle ones. You will be more successful at them. Then again, you can be equally successful at anything if you can do it apart from the consensus.

Collective consciousness does not only define the rules of physical reality but it also defines every other plane of reality, except the personal dream plane which is created by individual consciousness. The
difference between dream and reality is that a dream is what you are personally dreaming, but reality is what everyone is collectively dreaming. You have more freedom to manipulate your dream world than the collective dream world. Since reality is grounded by awareness, you are able to change reality by affecting it in areas where the consensus is unaware of, or by changing the awareness of people.

The reason why angelic powers want to accelerate the conscious evolution of humans is so that when collective consciousness is shifted to a higher dimension, they are able to manifest their powers on earth with greater range and effect. That is when the heavens are brought to the earth and they can fully rule the physical world as gods. The faster consensus reality can be shifted to the next level, the faster the rules that govern physical reality can be transcended and thus merging third density with higher densities of reality. That is when the planes of hyperdimensional beings are merged with ours thereby allowing them to fully exist in and manipulate our world.

This is both a good or bad thing depending on perspective. It is good when you realize that the merger of our planes also gives us the ability to go into their dimension and fight them in their territory. They can come here but we can go there. This levels the playing field and removes the advantage that they have from being able to attack from a higher dimension into a lower one.

To do magic, you have to defy consensus reality or transform it. You have to break the rules and transcend the system. Whatever the majority of people is doing, under any given circumstance, if you do the exact opposite, you will probably never make another mistake as long as you live. When you know that the rules of reality are defined by collective consciousness, you know that there are truly no limits. Know when to ride the flow of collective consciousness when it is to your advantage, and when to go against it. You can also bypass consensus reality in areas where the freewill of collective consciousness is not anchored by awareness.

We can also consciously influence the collective. We can insert thoughts, ideas, beliefs, and set them adrift on its currents. They will circulate among the masses of humanity, occasionally surfacing in an individual’s thoughts, often influencing the behavior, perceptions, and beliefs of the unawakened on a profound yet unspoken level.
Awareness is Defense against Reality Manipulation

All of reality is held by consciousness. That is why it is so important to hold your mind on the Truth, so that your reality will align with what is most beneficial to you according to the thoughts of divine intelligence. **Awareness or knowledge is a defence against spiritual attack or reality manipulation.** Awareness/knowledge alone passively protects by locking down one’s reality against attempted manipulation by negative forces. But when such forces manage to enter through areas lacking awareness, it is only through the active utilization of knowledge and awareness by taking action to counter their offenses and not giving in to their sly attempts to further penetrate your realm and steal your energy that these attacks are overcomed.

When an event happens whether it is an attack, an accident or a synchronicity, most likely it happened for a reason. It would be wise to reflect upon its possible meanings and learn the lessons as efficiently as possible. If not, the lesson may be introduced again and more unjustified pain is experienced. The reason may be simply that an attack happened because it could. The lesson then is to ensure that it cannot happen again. **Sometimes an attack occurs not to teach us something new but to remind us of a lesson we have forgotten.** Keeping the lesson in awareness prevents the attack from happening. That is why refreshing is important.

Negative forces do not want you to gain knowledge because when you increase in power, it threatens their dominion in this world. Gaining knowledge and applying it naturally ups your defenses. So the very knowledge that makes you a target can protect you against succumbing to attacks. Those who hoard knowledge without taking it seriously enough to apply in life get all the targeting that comes with great knowledge, but possessing only half the protection, so they get eliminated pretty quickly.

Choosing is the core process necessary for learning and spiritual evolution. You incarnate in this life to learn a certain set of pre-arranged lessons. Through synchronicity, your Higher Self guides the flow of your life to introduce these lessons when you are ready to learn them. You choose how you learn your lessons, the easy way based on awareness, or the hard way based on ignorance. **Under ideal circumstances, you always learn your lessons the easiest way,** which is a way most closely aligned with the mindset of the Higher Self, a virtuous spiritual position endowed with awareness and discernment.

But there is much possibility for going astray. Because you have freewill, you can commit “errors”. Even worse, negative forces exist to trick and manipulate you into straying as far from your life path as possible. There is no wrong path through life, as all lead to you learning the same lessons in the end. Nevertheless, the farther you stray from the easiest path, the more lengthy, convoluted, and painful the path toward learning that particular lesson. Thus, for every given lesson, you choose the degree of painful suffering necessary to learn it. **If you choose with discernment, no suffering is necessary.**

When negative beings cannot bypass your freewill in an area which you have awareness, all they can do is offer choices, biasing the choices so that you are more likely to choose the negative option and therefore tarnish your being. Biased as they are, as long as they are still choices, your freewill is not violated. It’s amazing what degree of manipulation can be done which does not qualify as a freewill violation, for “permission” is a broad term.

You cannot win by taking the choices your adversaries give you. Always look for the third option, the way of skipping, bypassing, or circumventing the rules they try to place upon you. **The best way to win a game is to stop playing by its rules.** Their games are customized to fit what they know about how you react, so stop reacting and alter your methods as fits the situation on the basis of what seems like the smartest thing to do. By adapting your methods to their approach, you are always one step ahead. But generally, it’s wise to not even play their games, so watch out for falling into their ambush. **Stay centered in your territory where the light shines.** Win by transcending the system.

Having knowledge and awareness makes you less predictable. **The more knowledge you have, the more freewill you have, the more choices you can make because you’re aware of those choices,** and the harder
it is for them to calculate what you will do next. Being unpredictable makes them less efficient in their
attack because they must spread their resources to account for a wider range of probable weaknesses.

Not all lessons must be experienced with pain, because it is obvious that clever people can learn from the
mistakes of others. This arises from the concept that, in truth, we are all “one” on a fundamental soul level,
and learning from the mistakes of others is an action that illustrates one’s correct understanding of this
principle. Always having to experience something negative for oneself is a sign that one is separate,
alone, and more individuated than one truly is. The price of that ignorance is having to suffer through a
painful experience. Experience is a means to an end of learning a lesson. Those who make experience
the end goal are going down the negative path.

Seek to learn from all you experience. If you are open to learning from your experiences, then the more
you are attacked, the more knowledgeable you become. They take a gamble every time they attack.
Either they win and you become weak, or they lose and you become stronger. It’s your choice. They end
up shooting themselves in the foot when they attack a strong target. Therefore they always seek to attack
when they have good enough chance of winning or when the payoff is worth the risk. They stop attacking
once the target has proven to be a tough case. They’d rather focus their energy on other places where
they can do more effect for their cause.
Conflict of Personalities within the God Mind

It’s been a question about how God can have a universal and a personal aspect. It’s also been a wonder how a created angelic being can seek to become the new person of the Godhead. Such is a mystery of the high things in the universe. We have always thought that God is all that is therefore division does not exist because everything is one. But we need to understand that things can be same in substance but different in being.

The concept of the universal and personal aspect of God is derived through the principle of correspondence. The mind has two aspects, the conscious and the subconscious. God also has a conscious and subconscious mind. Think of the conscious as the personality or Ego and the subconscious as the body. The universe is the body of God and the trinity is the person of God. Both the universe and the trinity is God, for all is one but with different aspects.

You create different thoughtforms or personalities within you with your thinking. These different thoughtforms or personalities represent different aspects of you. Although each of them run your body at different times in order to express a different part of you, there is a dominant personality that defines the real you. It does not define you as a being because you are none of your personalities but pure spirit. It defines you as a person.

When one of these personalities becomes greater than your dominant personality, it overrides it and you become a new person. These is how metamorphosis occurs and which explains why someone can become a completely new and different person. It is a change of self with a different self. Such changes are changes in second order beings therefore it is different from changes in first order of beings. In first order changes, a person’s spirit is overruled by another spirit which is the case of demon possession. In second order changes, a person’s spirit remains the same but his thoughtforms and personalities have shifted in his psychological hierarchy.

God is a zero order being and a first order being. The zero order is the universal aspect and the first order is the personal aspect. The sovereign or most high personality of God is the trinity. The trinity is the conscious aspect of the God Mind. It is the trinity that decided to create all other first order beings as divine aspects of God. The Most High consciousness which is also the Divine Ego exist in perfect harmony with the subconscious aspect of the God Mind.

But one first order being that is almost as sovereign as the most high personality conceived and believed in a plan to ascend into supremacy and become as the dominant personality of the God Mind. If he were to succeed, then he would become the New God of the universe and rule all creation as he wills. When two personalities are vying for dominance, it creates a split personality or schizophrenia in a being.

But when one personality is clearly in control while allowing the other to play itself out, it creates the illusion of chaos when order is actually behind it. This explains why certain people possess the good-guy/bad-boy personality mix that girls find so attractive and fascinating. They are unpredictable, mysterious and thrilling to interact with. You want to know who they truly are, what makes them tick and what they’re really up to.

This also explains why the universe seems to be in chaos when there is actually a higher order behind the appearance of chaos. People wonder why if there is a God then why isn’t everything perfect. They wonder who is really in control, God or Devil? God is able to destroy Lucifer in the beginning but he doesn’t because he is allowing Lucifer to play out his grand plan to overthrow the Godhead throughout history so as to prove that his idea is ultimately flawed and will not succeed no matter what scenario he attempts to use it in. This is also to prove that God is eternally sovereign and greater than all other beings. This also shows God’s perfect wisdom and legal system of judicial government.

Lucifer knows that the Godhead exists in the most stable state as a trinity. For complete perception, there has to be a first person, second person and third person point of view. Since Lucifer plans to overthrow the trinity and replace it with himself, he has to change collective consciousness belief about the trinity.
Lucifer is one person and not three, therefore he has created the new truth that the trinity is a single personality that plays three different roles at different times. He wants to proclaim himself to be God who appears as the Father, Son and Holy Spirit in turns.

The trinity is the personal aspect of God as three persons. Each person is in the other two. Wherever one is, all three is. None came from the others but all three are begotten from the one consciousness of God in the nothingness. The role of the Father and Son are only relational and not literal. Only a trinity consisting of three different personalities can exist in a state of true love. Self love alone is meaningless. There needs to be another to love.

The Father is the one who loves and the Son is the beloved. For love to be fully expressed, it also needs to be indirectly expressed by sending a living person to communicate your love to another. The Holy Spirit is the self conscious spirit of that love. The name of the Son has been exalted above every other name because he is the ultimate expression of God’s love. Jesus is salvation for beings that were separated from the Father. Jesus is the person of true love, not Lucifer.
One Consciousness which Everything exists From

Everything in the universe is consciousness. Space and time in all planes of reality are only projections within universal consciousness. There really is no here or there for everything is at one place where Mind is. Mind does not move at all. Mind simply Is. Mind is everywhere yet nowhere. Mind is nowhere but Here, Now. We are all existing together as a singularity in one place and time. Everything is one, Here and Now.

Several events in different places that are moving in syncronization may actually be the movements of the same event. Imagine a fighter jet flying in the sky, with several video cameras recording its movements from different angles. Each recording is displayed on different screens. When the fighter jet displayed on one screen turns or moves in a different direction, all other fighter jets in the other screens simultaneously move in a correlated manner.

Every day experience is a projected reality where things only appear to be separated in time and space. In a deeper reality, we are all members of the same body. When one part of the body moves, every other part is instantly affected. Separation is an illusion. There is a dimension of reality where we are all inseparably one. When we feel love in any form, it has the effect of beginning to shatter that illusion.

When two electrons collide, they exchange energy and information with each other. From then onwards, no matter where one electron is, you will be able to tell the location and momentum of the other. When a change occurs in one electron, it will immediately be reflected in the other. You are always able to know in one, what is going on in the other. When you cause change in one, you cause change in the other. We exchange portions of our energy fields with each other when we come into contact, therefore we remain inseperably connected at all times.

Imagine the universe is an ocean and each of us is a wave in that ocean. The wave and the ocean are the same. We are the universe localized in a single point in spacetime. The soul has two parts. It is both local and nonlocal. Part of you is localized and part of you is nonlocal, and connected to everything. You are the universe, located in your body. Not all your thoughts, wishes and desires are actually your thoughts, wishes and desires. Part of them are the very intentions of the universe.

The spirit in me is the same as the spirit in you, and the spirit in all beings. Enlightenment is the realization that you are the universal spirit observing from a particular point of view. Each of us is the universal spirit projecting a particular point of view. My self is inseparable from all that exists, just as your self is inseparable from all that exists. You are an aspect of infinite intelligence, and infinite intelligence is the source of all that exist. Therefore you are the source of all that exist and you create your own experience. Everything is possible because everything exists within you. The same unbounded potential of the infinite spirit also resides in each and every one of us.

Your soul is the reflection of all souls. You are the Other. Without the other, you would not exist. You are defined by your relationships with others. You would need to describe the whole universe in order to define a single person. Therefore every single person is the whole universe. Your soul is both personal and universal at the same time. Everyone is a reflection of yourself. You are in a hall of mirrors where every reflection of yourself appears different. Others you admire reflect the qualities you most cherish in yourself. Others you detest reflect the qualities you most deny in yourself. Each person you see is a different version of you.

All the cells in your body start from just one cell. That one cell in the womb is fertilized, grows and divides into two. The two cells grow and divide into four. This process happens fifty times until there are one hundred thousand billion cells in your body. That’s where the replication stops. Just as a single cell in the womb differentiates into brain cells, nerve cells and retinal cells, and through them give us experience of the world, so does the single spirit differentiates into all observers and observations, inner world and outer world.

The outer world is a mirror of yourself at any place and time. If you want to know the state of your personal consciousness, just look around and see what is happening to you. If you want to know the state...
of the collective consciousness, just look around at what is happening in the world. Your personal reality is synchronistically orchestrated by your sense of self at all times. If a critical mass of people expressed their higher selves, they would cause a transformation in collective consciousness and the world reality. Every time a person rises in personal consciousness, he moves the state of the world towards a higher one than before.

The whole universe is one reality which is pure consciousness. Pure consciousness is absolute existence. God makes things through the direct act of becoming the things which He creates. In the beginning the One differentiated into the many. The One entered into the many and became the Self of each. The being within everything is the One. When you merge with this nonlocal self, you become one with the Self of all that exist. The One is the Higher Self of all. You are the One.
**Challenge of Sovereign Power by Angelic Forces**

Angels and humans are different by their metaphysical configuration. Angels were created individually therefore they don’t have a common soul base. Humans were created from the first human which is Adam. God took a physical-etheric sample from Adam and formed Eve out of it. God created Eve with the ability to reproduce from the seed of Adam. That was how one human multiplied into the many. **Angels are a company of beings but humans are a race of beings.**

Angels cannot reproduce among themselves but they can reproduce with female humans. They weren’t supposed to but they did so during the angelic infiltration to mix the blood of humans with the seed of angels. It was the work of Lucifer the head of the fallen angels to corrupt the human metaphysical configuration so as to prevent the messiah from being able to be born of a pure human gene. Lucifer didn’t want Jesus to make use of humans against him but he wanted to make use of humans himself.

Angels who have fallen cannot be saved because Jesus died as a human with a common soul base of the entire human race from Adam. Jesus is the second Adam, the perfect one who wasn’t born of the seed of Adam but of the Heavenly Father through the Holy Spirit in the blessed human virgin Mary. Salvation is not necessary to be made available to angels anyway because they would never accept it even until the end of time.

Angels are beings of consciousness that are of a much higher level than humans. They possess much greater awareness and exist in nonlinear time. Their decision based on an act of will is not influenced by time like humans. Once they make a choice, it lasts until the end of time. Angels do not anyhow make choices, they make it based on the full awareness needed to make it out of freewill. **The choice that they make is a definite one that transcends normal spacetime.**

Angels are challenging God’s love and God’s power. In the beginning, Lucifer conceived and believed in an idea to ascend into equal level with sovereign authority. He influenced one third of heaven’s angels to join him in fulfilling his intention. He made them believe that they could all merge with the Godhead and be sovereignty itself. Every angel considered that possibility but those that joined him made a conscious choice to rebel against God in order to do so.

Lucifer reasoned that how can the trinity not allow other beings to become like them if they were truly loving. He chose to love himself and the universal aspect of God more than the Most High Personalities of God which was the trinity. **He believed he was doing the work of the universe by attempting to evolve into a Most High Personality himself.** The trinity did not agree to let Lucifer do what wasn’t rightful in their eyes.

Therefore he sought the help of collective consciousness by persuading all of heaven’s angels for their support. He managed to win one third of them but the rest remained loyal to the Most High. Lucifer and his angels fought a great heavenly battle against God in which he lost. God judged Lucifer and his angels for their sin and sentenced them to the lake of fire. But Lucifer accused God’s love by stating that how could a loving God cast his creatures into hell and still be loving.

**God created Mankind as part of his plan to prove his love to all creation and the angelic forces.** God allowed Lucifer to tempt Man into sinning and thereby giving dominion to Lucifer. God then proclaims that he will send a savior to save them from Lucifer’s dominion. Lucifer thought that God would send his Son to save humanity by being born as a human in order to rule as their king. He didn’t know that God’s plan to reveal his love was to die for their sins.

Lucifer tried time and time again to stop God’s plan from unfolding but he kept failing. Each time God succeeded in carrying his plan through. Finally when Jesus Christ was at the time of his ministry where he taught the word of God and performed miracles, Lucifer manipulated collective consciousness to crucify
the Savior. When Jesus died on the cross, Lucifer thought the he had finally succeeded in destroying the work of God.

But to his horror of horrors, he found that his own work was destroyed by the death of Jesus. The Son of God had not come to save mankind by ruling as their king, but by sacrificing his life to give them reconciliation with the Father. His work to overturn the work of God was overturned by God. He had lost the case of accusing God's love once and for all. The heavenly trial was practically over as God has proven he is both loving and holy. Therefore Lucifer and his angels were rightfully sentenced to hell.

Lucifer was defeated at the cross and it is the cross itself that also seals his defeat at the final battle of the universe. Lucifer once thought that when mankind sinned against God and was alienated from the Most High, he could use the collective consciousness of fallen angels and man to give him greater power against the Most High. But salvation allowed man to return to the side of the Father and gave God the opportunity to turn collective consciousness against Lucifer.

When Jesus Christ died on the cross, the church was born. The church formed the collective consciousness which posed a great threat to the power of Lucifer. This collective was called Christians and they were beginning to turn many souls to Jesus Christ and God Most High. The early church operated with such great power that they were performing miracles everyday and winning the hearts of many with the gospel of God's love.

Lucifer decided that he had to do something to stop what the church was doing by all means. He knew that at the rate they were going, it would be very soon before the entire world was won over to the gospel of salvation, thereby bringing him to unsalvageable and total defeat. He decided to do something that would hinder their work on a global scale even if it meant hindering his own work in the process. He was forestalling for time in order to work out a counter to what was happening.

That was the time when he brought in the scientific community to govern collective consciousness. Lucifer's main work was always to enlighten humans about the spiritual reality of all things and to lead them to acknowledge him as the God and Mind of the universe. The more highly conscious beings he could have on his side, the more power he could wield against the Most High through the power of collective consciousness.

But since the work that Jesus Christ had done was turning collective consciousness towards him, he decided that he had to stop the spiritual evolution of humanity and even degenerate it for the time being in order to stop the work of the church. The scientific community influenced the collective consciousness including the church in their ideas of the supernatural and of God.

The church was hindered in their ability to do miracles and also their understanding of prayer and universal laws. Therefore the power of the church dwindled until they lost a great deal of their effectiveness in doing the work of God. The majority of people in the world started to believe there was no God and that the physical universe was all there is. They started to believe in corrupted scientific theories like evolution and the big bang. They believed there was no soul to be save and death was the end of life.

Lucifer lowered the state of collective consciousness for awhile to work out how can he use what God has done and blend it into his own work once again. Lucifer realized that he could incorporate the word of God, the new testament and the gospel together with his own doctrines and religious writings. He had already done that with the old testament. Now he could make it work even better for him by transforming the gospel of salvation into different versions.

Lucifer attacks the work of God from as many angles that he could possibly work with. He created the gospel of salvation by works to hinder the church in operating by grace. He created the gospel of salvation by knowledge to cause others to transcend the teachings of Christianity. His aim has always been to attack the people of God and to empower his own people in their spiritual development.
Finally Lucifer seeks to use science to bring people back to spirituality once again at the end times. He has evolved science into uniting with religion in order to create the conscious evolution. Lucifer has devised of a way to blend Christianity with his doctrines, he is able to unite all religion, science and philosophy as one. Therefore he is now able to once again turn the power of collective consciousness against God Most high in a much greater way than ever before.

But God is still doing his work in overthrowing the work of the devil at all times. He is raising up a group of Christians that are more aware than the evolved beings of unbelievers. This group will be the very elect that will prove to be a force that Lucifer has never been able to reckon with before. They are the guardians of light that will bring the truth of salvation into the core of conscious evolution. They will shine as true light within corrupted light.

The love of God has been proven to the angelic forces, but the sovereign power of God has yet to be ultimately proven to them. God Most High has declared that Jesus Christ with the collective power of the Church and the Holy Angels, will defeat Lucifer and his fallen angels at the final battle. Satan and his devils will be finally cast into the lake of fire prepared for him from the beginning, but sadly all who did not believe in the Son of God as savior would also be cast into it for their sin of unbelief.

The first phase of physical time as we know it will come to an end. God will create a new heaven and a new earth where his new creation will dwell in for all eternity. Never again will we be separated from God and we will all exist in perpetual bliss and complete happiness. We will know that God's love and power have been fully proven. The Father, Son and Holy Spirit are indeed most loving, most powerful and Most High.
Self is God - Your Consciousness is Light of Life

We are created in the image of God. **The God Self is our higher self.** In order for us to relate to God, there has to be within each of us already a self concept which fits into God because it is in its shape or pattern, an incarnation of God's inner nature. **We cannot escape from God anywhere because we carry the divine essence within us.**

In the beginning was the one consciousness existing in the midst of nothingness. **The one consciousness was not exactly a person.** It was just pure consciousness which you could call God. The consciousness was LOVE, and Love had to be Expressed.

**So the consciousness differentiated into Three Persons.** The Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The Father was the one who loves, the Son is the beloved, the Holy Spirit is the self-conscious spirit of that love. **Hence the trinity is One God in Three Persons.**

Three divine persons of the same divine essence. They are One Being with three distinct personalities within itself. **These three form the Godhead of the God Consciousness.** We are all of the same divine essence which is Consciousness itself. Therefore we are all One Being with the trinity.

You could say We Are All God. But within the one being, there are many personalities. **The Person of God which is the Most High Personality is The WORD.** It is the Consciousness back of The Word that projects The WORD. The WORD himself is in the Father, and the Holy Spirit is in The WORD. The trinity is the Divine Ego of God. It's nature is perfect and complete.

We are all God. The same unbounded potential of the infinite spirit also resides in each and every one of us. But we can only tap into the power of consciousness according to the level of awareness that we have. The trinity has the greatest level of awareness of all personalities within God, therefore the trinity has sovereign power.

**The trinity is the original and personal expression of God.** God as a person is most glorious and worthy of praise and worship. Therefore God in the trinity, decided to create more personalities within itself to express praise and worship to God in the trinity.

God was most glorious and therefore deserves to be glorified. For glory to be expressed, there needs to be a glorifier. Therefore God in the trinity created Angels to glorify God in the trinity. Angels are not sovereign like the trinity because sovereignty can only belong to one and only one. **The trinity is one and therefore the trinity is sovereign.**

God in the trinity created the first personality apart from the trinity to glorify God in the trinity. **That personality was called the Bearer of God's Light.** He was the first angel that came into being in heavenly Eden. Every precious stone was his covering, the sardius, topaz, and the diamond, the beryl, the onyx, and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, and the carbuncle, and gold.

He was the workmanship of God. He possessed all the musical instruments and was the master musician of heaven. He expressed the most glorious praise and worship to the Godhead and filled the heavens with the dance of light and sound. It was the most beautiful and awe inspiring spectacle to behold.

God in the trinity created all the other angels as well and all of heaven was filled with their praise and worship which glorified God with the fullest expression. But there came a time when the Bearer of Light, **Lucifer started to question the sovereignty of God in the trinity.**

**Lucifer reasoned that it is the divine essence alone that is God and not the three persons who act as the Godhead.** The divine essence is the one consciousness that everything exists from. Therefore he believes that he himself can become a divine person of God. **This is the ultimate reasoning he used to persuaded a third of heaven’s angels in joining him to become sovereign.** He claimed that they all have
the right to be like the Most High.

Lucifer questioned why is there a need to worship God if we ourselves are God. Lucifer believes that we ourselves are God and there is no other God besides us. He says that we create our own gods when we believe in a God apart from ourselves. That is why Lucifer is also called Belial, the one without a master.

Lucifer became the opposition of God and was called Satan which means opposition and accuser. Satan represents Doubt. God did not want Adam and Eve to eat of the Tree of Good and Evil. It was Satan, the most intelligent created being, who stood up against God’s word by claiming it to be enforced ignorance. Satan tells mankind to search for knowledge, even in forbidden places.

Scientists continuously test and refine their knowledge. Nothing is assumed to be true. Everything is tested, old theories are constantly retested whenever new knowledge comes to light. To be safe in knowledge and blissfully ignorant of doubt is an easy way out. A self failure. Satan and the curiosity and doubt he instills upon us is certainly the enemy of fundamentalism. This is both a good and a bad thing depending on the motive.

Satan said let us test God’s word, let us not mindlessly believe all that God says. But there is a portion that we should test, and a portion that we should believe. Enlightenment is the ability to look past stated truth and dogma, and Lucifer represents our search for enlightenment. He was originally created to enlighten but he has corrupted his role. Lucifer has stolen ‘God’s’ power and reveals it to us as a new truth, that your consciousness is the light of your life.

What Satan says is half true. Consciousness is the universal aspect of God but the trinity is the personal aspect of God. Satan has separated from the personal aspect and seeks only to unite with the universal aspect of God. He has corrupted his wisdom with his reasoning because his heart was no longer with the personal aspect of God, but was enraptured with his own glory, thinking himself to be as high as the trinity, and that true love can be experienced purely within the self.

It is not enough to know that the Self Is God, but also to know that God is a Person who revealed himself in the Word of God. God is a Person we can have a Personal Relationship with. To know that he personally came to save us from condemnation of evil by taking our condemnation upon himself and gave us his righteousness as a gift. He also rose again from the dead so that we may forever stand justified in the eyes of The Father. There is no greater love than a man who would give his life for a friend.

The trinity is God Most high and is worthy and deserving of all our praise and worship. We praise and worship God as a Person not because we have to, but because it is most joyful, wonderful and loving to do so. Salvation is in the end to become like God. Not just like the universal aspect but the personal aspect as well. To become like God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
Using Reason is The Way to have Complete Faith

Some have the idea that faith and reason are in conflict with each other. They think that if you have reason, you don’t need faith, and if you go by faith, you cannot go by reasoning. It is this paradox that has caused the biggest problems in all religion and spirituality. The truth is that faith and reason are one and the same. In order to have faith about something, you need to know it as true. You can’t know something as true unless you have a reason for it to be so. Faith is reason and reason is faith.

All truths are ideas. If you knew everything there is to know about an idea, you would no longer need to “have faith” in it. You just know it as reality. Faith is knowing. To know a thing is to be aware of it. It is all about awareness, the more you have it, the more faith you have. If you want to fully know something, you have to understand everything there is to understand about it. You have to be able to explain everything about it. The more reasons you discover, the more truth you realize.

The way to truth is the way of understanding. Understanding alone will solve all our problems. Understanding the problem dissolves the problem. Once we understand a problem, it is already solved. All that is left is to act out the solution. A problem is never without a solution, otherwise it would not be a problem. Therefore all problems have their corresponding solutions. Understanding is to key to resolving everything. To understand is to reason. You have to reason all the way to all truth.

Everything in the universe is consciousness. For something to be realized, it has to be perceived. Until we are able to perceive a thing, it is not real to us. It would be real to the one who perceives it. The more we are able to perceive, the more conscious we become. Consciousness is what we are, and the more we expand our consciousness with perception, the more we expand our being. The more our awareness increases, the greater our reality will be until it matches the reality of the whole.

Understanding brings life to those that have it. When you deal with things from a state of awareness, you become a cause because you act with freewill. When you deal with things from a state of ignorance, you become an effect because you act with unconscious choice. Awareness allows you to be calm and free to choose reality whereas ignorance causes you to be unstable and moved by impulses. He that deviates out of the way of understanding ends up in the congregation of the dead.

The subconscious mind does not differentiate between an imagined experience and a physically experienced one. To know something is to have an experience of it. The more you experience something whether physically or mentally, the more you know it in consciousness. You can always experience a thing from a place of awareness or a place of ignorance. Learning with awareness brings enjoyment and freedom whereas learning with ignorance brings pain and suffering.

The difference between learning with awareness and learning with ignorance depends on the intent. When you go through every experience with the intent to understand, you are resonating with awareness and your consciousness will be open to perceiving as much as you can about it. When you seek to understand, you can arrive at the right reasons, or else you would reason wrongly from lower consciousness and mishandle the situation because you are not seeing what is out of your perception.

Incline your ear unto understanding. Seek to know the reason of a thing. Seek to know all the reasons there are to know about it. Open your heart to be understanding so that you may receive the truth of a matter and not block it out of perception. You need understanding in order to do what is right. Understanding gives us strength because it makes us bigger than our situations. Knowing all the explanations and reasons of a thing allows you to see it in a scientific and definite way. Faith is having certainty. The more you know scientifically, the more certainty you have and the more faith you have. Evolution of science, knowledge and consciousness is evolution of faith.

When you know everything from a position of science, there are no more doubts. Because everything is understood through universal laws that never change. You know absolute reality to the fullest degree. In any situation where total understanding appears to be unattainable in a scientific way, it means the science is incomplete. Science is Knowledge. Faith is based on knowledge. Imperfect faith is because of
imperfect knowledge. True science is perfect in reasoning and operates from a position of total perception. Total faith and total science are one and the same. It is awareness of truth.

Faith comes by hearing which means perception, and perception by the Word of God. The Word is Logos which means Reason. It is reason or awareness that directs your perception and determines your knowing. To know as much of the Word of God is to know as much reason as possible. All wisdom, understanding and knowledge is for you to be convinced about the truth because you are aware of all the reasons that define it. To have absolute faith is to be totally convinced about the truth.

Reason or logic is what runs the entire universe. You need as much reasons as possible to do good. Reason is what causes others to act and it determines how they act. It is the programming logic that runs the program. If you want to move yourself or others to take a certain action, give as much reason as possible whether logical or emotional, conscious or subtle to persuade, direct and motivate them. Reason can command an entire army to war or it can compel all nations to peace and harmony.

God himself has perfect reasoning and total understanding of all there is. When we are lacking awareness about something but are clearly guided by him in a certain area, that is when we should trust in God with all our heart and not lean towards our limited understanding. God’s reason is the higher reasoning compared to ours. To reason against reason is treason. But God still wants us to grow in awareness and understanding so that we may reach his level of reasoning and be of one mind with him.
Book of Life - Your Name is Written in It

Jesus is the lamb slain from the foundation of the world. When Jesus died on the cross, he paid for the sins of the world for all time whether past, present or future. The result of Jesus sacrifice is in effect outside time and space. From God’s point of view, the past, present and future exist simultaneously in the Now. God is omnipresent in all space and all time. Redemption is in effect even from the beginning of creation.

When Jesus Christ died on the cross and paid for the sins of the whole world, the names of everyone that exists from the beginning of time to the end are written in the Book of Life. So people of the world have their names written in the Book of Life whether they believe in Jesus or not until the very end of time. God the Father does not consider which point in your life you actually get saved before he considers you as his child. To him, you are his child from the very day you were conceived in your mother’s womb till the day you pass from this Earth.

This is the reason why before a person is saved, he can pray to God and God hears and answers him. In a sense, there is no before or after. His effect of salvation is outside time and space. His whole life is saved no matter which point he accepts Jesus Christ as his savior.

Faith operates through Jesus Christ whether we believe in him or not. The reason why we can be healed by having the faith to be healed, is because Jesus himself took our infirmities and bore our sicknesses on the cross in his own body. He was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities. The chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with his stripes we are healed.

There is only One Law, Mental Law. Law is Mind in Action. The Lord is the Law. The entire universe operates through the Spirit of Christ. All Faith is of the Lord. Jesus is the Author and Finisher of Faith. Even if you do not acknowledge the real source of faith, faith still works. Law never fails. You might not know the real reason why you are healed but you can still be healed if you believe you are healed.

According to the Law of Karma or Cause and Effect, good results in good and evil results in evil. What you sow, you shall reap. Sin is mental or physical action that is not in alignment with the will of God. To sin is to miss the mark. Sin is evil and sin cannot exist in the presence of the person of God. The wages of sin is death. To die from something is to be separated from that thing. Sin causes us to be separated from God.

Quantum physics states that something which exists will continue existing forever until something else neutralizes it. So to think that we only need to pay for the penalty of our sins for a certain period of time until it is over, is a great error. Once sin exist, it will continue existing forever and so will the penalty which is eternal separation from God. God is life, health, happiness, love, joy, peace and prosperity. The penalty of sin is to be separated from the good things of life and suffering sickness, sadness, poverty and death.

In order to be reconciled back to God again, sin has to be paid for eternally and removed completely. It takes something eternal to remove something eternal. The idea of sin being paid for only for a period of time is absolute nonsense because sin being a spiritual thing is eternal. Therefore the wages of sin is eternal death. The concept of neutralizing karma when being applied to sin has turned the punishment of sin from eternal death to temporal suffering. People professing themselves to be wise become as fools.

Man has to pay for his sins forever by being eternally separated from God. In the spiritual dimension, time and space does not exist. The separation is a mental disassociation. We are still connected to the universal aspect of God which we can never be separated from but we are separated from the personal aspect of God, we are alienated from him. We are still one with the Spirit of God but we are no longer one with Him in righteousness.

Light and darkness are separated by only one degree. They differ simply moving one frequency up and
one frequency down. That one degree is all that’s needed for a separation of infinity. Distance is relative in the physical dimension but it simply does not exist in the spiritual. Light and darkness are separated not by distance but by frequency of its own energetic vibration and by perception of the Mind of God.

Jesus being the Eternal Son of God shed his blood for us to remove our sins eternally. He does not have to pay for sins continually in hell by eternal separation from God because the blood which he shed is eternal. Having died to sin once, his blood is eternally covering our sins forever. We are continually being washed by the blood of Jesus. Our sins are continually being put away by the blood of Jesus.

We know that blood is only a form in the physical and it doesn’t actually exist in the spiritual. Blood in the physical actually represents Life in the spiritual. Every time we consider the blood of the lamb, we truly mean the very life of the Son of God. Good always overcomes evil on the mental plane because higher vibration has more energy to neutralize lower vibration without canceling itself out completely. The life of the Son of God is infinite. You cannot subtract from infinity any portion of it but you can remove the whole of it. When the infinity of eternal life and the infinity of eternal death meet, eternal death is removed completely and eternal life still retains its infinity. Death is swallowed up in victory.

How can two things of infinity coexist side by side and not merge into one another at all? They can because they are laterally infinite but vertically apart. A frequency is laterally infinite but vertically distinguished from another. Eternal life and eternal death are infinite in a horizontal dimension but separated from a vertical dimension. You can be in the presence of a person physically and yet be worlds apart from him or her mentally. You can be light years away from someone you love but yet be connected with him or her as though you are both in the same point in existence together.

Jesus Christ has reconciled the world unto himself, not imputing your trespasses to you. He is the propitiation for our sins, not for Christians only, but also for the sins of the whole world. Understanding that the effect of salvation operates outside time and space is the key to solving the mystery and reconciling the paradox of why people of the world can connect with God as though they were Sons of God even though they have yet to be saved.

Since the sins of the whole world are paid for, and God’s justice is satisfied, there results a universal offer of salvation to the entire human race. But this does not mean that every person is automatically saved. One must accept Christ’s work on his behalf by personal trust. So the issue in salvation is not sins but only one sin. The sin of unbelief is the only thing standing between God and each member of the human race. When that is reversed by trusting in Christ, all other sins are forgiven.

The only work that is involved is the work of God, that you believe on Him whom He sent. At the last judgment, the issue will be faith in Christ, not sins. If someone has failed to trust in Christ during his lifetime on earth, his name is blotted out of the book of life and he will spend eternity separated from the Godhead in the lake of fire which is the Second Death.

The effect of salvation is upon all people, but only those who have personally accepted Jesus Christ as their savior are sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise until the day of redemption. So can salvation be lost? Yes, only for those who are not born again in this lifetime. They will lose their salvation at judgment day.

Your name is already written in the Book of Life, and will remain so until the end of time. The question is, will you believe in what Jesus Christ has done for you at the cross and personally accept him as your Lord and Savior? All your sins have been wiped away. The only sin that the holy spirit now reprove the world of is the singular sin of unbelief. Believe in Jesus and your name shall not be blotted out at the end of time. You will escape the second death with the angels in the lake of fire and experience eternal happiness and fellowship with God the creator who loves you so dearly, forever in the highest heavens. Is it so hard to believe? Not at all.
Know God Personally

Perhaps it’s time you asked Jesus to come into your life and be the shepherd of your soul. If you don’t know Jesus, I encourage you to pray the following prayer:

Lord Jesus, I want to know You Personally. Thank You for dying on the cross for my sins. Thank you for giving me Your Gift of Righteousness. I receive You as My Savior, and My Lord. You are the Creator and Most High God of The Universe. In You I have all blessings and all grace. I believe in Your Name. Amen!

Is it the desire of your heart to make this prayer yours?

If yes, pray now and according to his promise, Jesus Christ will come into your life.
Closure
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